Protein scaffold and expression level determine antiviral activity of membrane-anchored antiviral peptides.
Cell membrane-anchored (ma) antiviral peptides derived from the C-terminal heptad repeat of the HIV-1 transmembrane glycoprotein gp41 (C-peptides) and expressed from retroviral vectors were shown to efficiently inhibit HIV-1 entry into target cells. Here, we analyzed the influence of the vector backbone, the scaffold modules that anchor the peptide to the membrane and the length of the C-peptide on expression level and antiviral activity. In general, antiviral activity was determined primarily by the density of the C-peptide on the cell surface. By influencing expression levels, the scaffold elements indirectly also determined antiviral activity. Additional direct effects of the scaffold on antiviral activity were minor. At comparable expression levels, the elongated C-peptide (maC46) was found to be more potent than the shorter maC36. On the basis of these findings, a dose-response assay was established that quantifies antiviral activity relative to the expression level of the antiviral gene product. Taken together, these data demonstrate the importance of analyzing the efficacy of therapeutic genes relative to the dose of the gene product.